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SYNTACTIC TRANSFER AMONG FORM FOUR MALAY STUDENTS

Amalina Johari

This study aimed to investigate the syntactic error and occurrence of syntactic transfer among Form Four Malay students. The objectives of this research are to determine the language errors and common syntactic errors made by Malay students in their summary writing. This study also compared and explained the occurrence of syntactic transfer produced by advanced, intermediate and low proficiency of Malay students in English summary writing. The respondents of the study are 60 Malay students with 20 students from each of level of proficiency from Sekolah Menengah Kebangsaan Matang Hilir. The data for this study were collected through the Error Analysis of students' English summary writing and interview sessions with the English teacher were conducted to support the study. This research found that the main language errors produced by Malay students are pronouns, verbs, tenses and spelling errors. In addition, the common syntactic errors produced by the students are pronouns, verbs inflection, copula be, determiner, preposition, plural marking and auxiliary verbs. The syntactic errors produced by the Malay students were affected by the mother tongue influence, overgeneralization and low proficiency of the English language. The comparison of syntactic error among low, intermediate and advanced students revealed that the low students produced less errors in certain types of syntactic error as the low students were mainly lifting the word or sentences in the comprehension provided while writing the summary.
ABSTRAK

SYNTACTIC TRANSFER AMONG FORM FOUR MALAY STUDENTS

Amalina Johari

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Overview

This chapter discusses overall purposes of the study. It includes introduction, background of the study, statement of problems, aim and objectives of study, research questions, significance of the study, operational definition of terms, scope of this study and finally the chapter review of this chapter.

1.1 Introduction

Malaysia is a multiracial country in which the people of Malaysia consist of different ethnics groups with their own native languages. When different ethnics groups meet, more than one language is used to communicate and due to this, it is not surprising that most of Malaysian are able to speak, understand and communicate more than one languages. This phenomenon is called multilingual or multilingualism...
as three or more languages are used by individual or community to serve a wider communication in different context and situation (Cruz-Ferreira, 2003; Carter, 1993).

Multilingual society leads to the occurrence of ‘language contact’. Language contact occurs when speakers who do not share the same language meet and need to communicate. When two or more languages come into contact, there are probabilities of language mixing to emerge as the features of vocabulary, pronunciation or grammar are taken over from one language into another (Odlin, 1989; Trask, 1997). Thus, the emergence of language contact will lead to code switching, borrowing, cross linguistic influences or language transfer and other outcomes that will be produced by the speaker in order to communicate (Camilleri, 2004).

In this context, in learning a target language such as English, the speakers who have their own native language tend to mix and transfer their native language into the target language in terms of pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar. This habit will greatly affect the second language acquisition as the speakers tend to transfer their first language into the second language performance, and at the same time might impede the acquisition of the second language.

1.2 Background of the Study

The first language, mother tongue or a native language of a speaker is widely considered as the most influential factors that affects the second language acquisition. It is always assumed that the speakers or learners rely on their native language in speaking or writing in the second language. As cited in Gass and Selinker (2001), Lado in his book *Linguistics Across Cultures* (1957) stated that:

“individuals tend to transfer the forms and meanings, and the distribution of forms and meanings of their native language and culture to the foreign
When one tries to acquire the language that they do not know well, one tends to transfer or use their knowledge in their mother tongue to construct the target language. This process is called interference or language transfer. In Siegel (2003), Faerch and Kasper (1987) defined transfer as 'psycholinguistic procedure by means of which L2 learners activate their L1 knowledge in developing or using their interlanguage'. In other words, transfer occurs when the learners using their first language or their native language in developing the second or target language.

According to Odlin (1989) “Transfer is the influence resulting from similarities and differences between the target language and any other language that has been previously (and sometimes imperfectly) acquired”. One may transfer his mother tongue patterns into the target language if both languages share linguistics features or similarities such as alphabetical system or particular grammar categories. This cross-linguistic similarity can facilitate the acquisition of the target language. For instance, if first language and target language share the same pattern of syntax, it can facilitate the learner to acquire the grammar of the target language. This situation is called positive transfer of facilitation, in which help the learners to learn and acquire the target language.

If there is mismatch or difference in the first language and target language, the negative transfer or interference will take place. Usually, the negative transfer contributes to the production of errors. For example, if both first language and target language do not share the same pattern of syntax, learner might transfer the structure of the first language to construct the sentence in the target language, hence, this situation impede the acquisition of the target language.
Language transfer, whether positive or negative can occurs in syntax, lexis, phonetics and phonology, discourse, semantics and writing systems. At the same time, positive and negative transfer can show in the learner’s performance, such as reading, writing and speaking.

Instead of language transfer in syntax, lexis, phonetics and semantics, one may also transfer the habits of his native grammar rules into the second language writing or speaking. This transfer is refer to syntactic transfer which, one may produce an error while transferring his mother tongue rules in the second language performance especially in the sentential level of the second language sentences.

1.3 Statement of Problems

Since our country is a multiracial country, the students are proficient in their mother tongue such as Bahasa Malaysia, Mandarin, Tamil, Iban, Melanau and etcetera. Due to this, there is probability that the mother tongue of the students will influence their performance in English, especially in speaking, reading and writing. For example, Malay students may have difficulties in structuring sentence in English;

Example: I got *result exam very good last semester
I got a good result for last semester examination.
Saya dapat *keputusan peperiksaan yang sangat baik semester lepas
Moreover, students also tend to directly translate the word from Malay to English.

Example: Ali *story the story to his father.
Ali tells the story to his father.
Ali menceritakan cerita itu kepada ayahnya.

From these examples, it shows that first language or mother tongue interfere students’ learning and acquisition of the target language especially in speaking and writing. Thus, this study intends to discover the mother tongue influence of Malay language at the sentential level of students’ writing in English.

1.4 Aim and Objectives of the Study

The aim of the study is to investigate the occurrence of syntactic transfer and the production of syntactic errors produced by Form Four Malay students in SMK Matang Hilir in English summary writing. The objectives of the study are stated below:

1) To identify the language errors and common syntactic errors made by Malay students English summary writing.
2) To explain the occurrence of syntactic transfer produced by Malay students English summary writing.
3) To compare the syntactic transfer by produced by advanced, intermediate and low proficiency of Malay students in English summary writing.
4) To explain the difference of syntactic errors made by advanced, intermediate and low students in English summary writing.
1.5 Research Questions

The research questions of this study are:

1) What are the main language errors produced by Malay students in English summary writing?

2) What is/are the common syntactic errors produced by Malay students in English summary writing?

3) Why do/does the syntactic transfer occurs in English summary writing among Malay students?

4) Does proficiency affect the use of syntactic transfer in Malay student’s writing?

1.6 Significance of the Study

This study will give insight and benefits for both language teachers and students. The awareness of transfer errors, especially in syntax area would assist English teacher to pinpoint the transfer problems face by Malays students in the written English especially in summary writing. In addition, language teachers can use the knowledge of language transfer in creating ways to teach English language effectively.

A part from that, teacher might inform the students about the similarities and differences of their mother tongue language and the target language. As consequences, the awareness of similarities and differences in both languages can facilitate the students to learn and acquire the target language. In addition, the awareness of syntactic transfer can facilitates students to learn English language effectively as they are aware and be more conscious in producing written English that concerns with grammar and the sentence structure of the target language.
1.7 Operational Definition of Terms

Language error

Error refers to use of wrong rules or a misuse of right rules or known as 'breach the code' in generating syntactically, phonologically and semantically well-from sentences (Corder, 1973). Language error refers to the errors produced in the surface structure of the sentences that cover the language areas such as noun, pronoun, article, spelling, word order, adjective and etc. (Camilleri, 2004)

Syntactic transfer

Syntax means sentence structure in which deals with the grammar of sentences. (Cruz-Ferreira, 2003). In addition, Tan, (n.d) define transfer as the ‘influence’ of the first language habits in order to acquire the second language (Ellis, 1997). Due to these definitions, syntactic transfer refers to the mother tongue influence at the sentential level of second language sentence (Odlin, 1989). Thus, this study focuses on the error produces in the sentential level that covers grammatical and sentence structure in the students’ written English.

Syntactic error

A syntactic error refers to the errors in grammatical and sentence structure at the sentential level in the written English. The examples of syntactic errors are verbal inflexion, omission of article and determiner, tenses, word order, pro-drops and etc. (Charlene Tan, 2005)

Native language

Native language is the language that a person acquires in early childhood because it is spoken in the family. The native language is often the first language a child acquires but there are no exceptions. The terms native language is used
synonymously with first language. In the context of this study, native language refers to the mother tongue or LI of an individual (Richards, Platt and Platt, 1992)

**Malay students**

Malay students refer to students whom first language is Malay language and use Malay language as primary language in home or daily interaction. (Chitravelu, Sithamparam, and Teh, 1995)

**Advanced student**

Advanced learners are competent user of the target language and obtain high scores in aptitude and intelligence (Chitravelu, et. al. 1995). In this study, advanced student refers to the Malay students who are in the advanced classes such as 4 Science 1 and 4 Science 2 with the high level of proficiency in English.

**Intermediate student**

Chitravelu, et. al., (1995) define intermediate students as average students in the school. In this study, intermediate learners refer to Malay students who are in the middle class such as 4A and 4B with the intermediate level of proficiency in English.

**Low student**

Low learners is define as students with ‘lower intelligence and scores as they need more time to grasps a concept or to complete a tasks’ (Chitravelu, et. al. 1995). As in this study, low learner refers to those students who are in the last or second last classes such as 4G and 4F with the low level of proficiency in the English language.
1.8 **Scope of the Study**

This study only covers the language transfer at the sentential level which focuses on grammatical errors and word order produced by Malay students in constructing written English especially in English summary writing. Moreover, this study will not cover other areas of transfer such as phonology, morphemes, or writing strategies transfer.

1.9 **Chapter Review**

This chapter discusses the introduction and background of the study, problem statement that focuses on the issues of the research, aim and objectives, research questions, significance of conducting the study, operational definition of terms used in this research, and scope of this research. The next chapter is the literature review of this study which discusses the related studies regarding to the topic of this research.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Preview

This chapter presents the literature review of the study. It will discuss the related literature regarding to this study and studies that have been done earlier regarding to language transfer and the theory of second language acquisition.

2.1 Language Transfer

Multiracial society consists of different groups of people that live together and have their own mother tongue. When these people need to communicate, this situation leads to the occurrence of language contact, in which different speakers that do not share the same language deals with each other and lead to the emersion of language mixing, new dialects, code switching, transfer and other language varieties (Odlin, 1989; Jacobson, 2000) as cited in Camilleri, 2004).
The speakers possibly take the features of pronunciation, vocabulary or grammar from one language, especially the features of their mother tongue language into their second or third language (Trask, 1997). When these people try to acquire the new language that they do not know well, the process is known as psycholinguistic process and it often called as cross-linguistic influence or language transfer. Faerch and Kasper (1987) defined transfer as ‘psycholinguistic procedure by means of which L2 learners activate their L1 knowledge in developing or using their interlanguage’ as the speakers use or carrying over their first language or mother tongue feature or patterns into the target language in terms of pronunciation, grammar or vocabulary (Siegel, 2003).

Odlin, (1989) define transfer as “the influence resulting from similarities and differences between the target language and any other language that has been previously (and sometimes imperfectly) acquired”. In other words, language transfer will take place if there are similarities and differences between first language and the target language learned.

Furthermore, if there are similarities between the first and the target language, positive transfer will occur in which can facilitates the acquisition of the target language. For instances, similarities in syntactic structures can facilitate the acquisition of grammar as learner speaks a language with syntax that similar to the target language. The learner would have less difficulty with articles, word order and relative clauses in performing the target language (Odlin, 1989; Ellis, 1997).

If there are mismatch between the first and the target language, negative transfer will take place and this situation might impede the acquisition of the target language. Hence, the learners are prone to produce errors in performing the target language. According to Odlin (1989), errors that are produced due to the negative transfer can be categorized into three types which are substitution; in which one may
use mother tongue form into the target language, calques; literal translation and alteration of structure. Instead of producing errors, negative transfer also can cause underproduction; in which one may produce few or no examples of a target language structure, overproduction; which is consequences of underproduction and misinterpretation that one may misinterpret the target language messages when applying their first language over the target language messages.

Camilleri (2004) discovers that negative transfer occurs in the sentence level of student’s writing in the target language as the students make syntactical and lexical error such as word order, preposition, the use of verbs and idioms in the sentences. The sources of errors produces by the students are mainly due to the literal translation and L1 form that caused from transferring the first language into the target language. The study identifies that every time an error occurs in the students’ writing, there are mismatch between the L1 and L2 features.

Apart from that, a study by Cheong, Cecilia Yin Mei and Chowung, Daniel Tchiang found out that the low proficiency level of students in University Malaya from Faculty of Education and Business and Accounting produce an errors in their written English in terms of lexis, grammar and syntax. Malay students tend to omit the ‘article’ such as ‘a’, ‘an’, and ‘the’ in their written work as in Malay language the articles is not used in certain sentence pattern or structure.

Moreover, the students also translate structures or phrases directly from their native language into their written English such as the phrases ‘Di sini’ to ‘at here’. The study shows that students transfer their native language rules into their second language performance in terms of grammar and syntax as there are differences between the L1 language and the second language.